
My Sermon Notes Name:

 

Date: 

Series Title:  ___________________________________            Speaker today: ___________________________________Series Title:  ___________________________________            Speaker today: ___________________________________

Draw it!Draw it! What would you look like if you were famous?What would you look like if you were famous?

Just like The Rogers Centre has Just like The Rogers Centre has 
changed names over the years changed names over the years 
(ask your parents, do they call (ask your parents, do they call 
it the SkyDome?).  Find a globe it the SkyDome?).  Find a globe 
or map and find Turkey - the or map and find Turkey - the 
country!  Peter was writing to country!  Peter was writing to 
Christians who were living in Christians who were living in 
what we now call Turkey!what we now call Turkey!

Not THAT Turkey!Not THAT Turkey!
What do you do when the going gets tough What do you do when the going gets tough 

(when you’re having a hard time)?(when you’re having a hard time)?

What will Jesus do when he returns to earth What will Jesus do when he returns to earth 

one day?one day?



Big thoughts!Big thoughts!
Many people call the time when Jesus returns that the bible talks about End Times.  Some Many people call the time when Jesus returns that the bible talks about End Times.  Some 

people think about it a LOT!  YOU as a kid have a GIFT!!!  Do you know what it is?  It’s called people think about it a LOT!  YOU as a kid have a GIFT!!!  Do you know what it is?  It’s called 

being present.  You mostly think about what’s happening right now.  We don’t know when it being present.  You mostly think about what’s happening right now.  We don’t know when it 

switches over but many adults read books, take classes or try to practice being present every switches over but many adults read books, take classes or try to practice being present every 

day!  So you’re DOING AWESOME!  This stuff is interesting to think about but listen carefully - day!  So you’re DOING AWESOME!  This stuff is interesting to think about but listen carefully - 
it’s what we do right now that matters.it’s what we do right now that matters.

What would you do differently if you What would you do differently if you 
thought Jesus would be coming over for thought Jesus would be coming over for 
dinner tonight?dinner tonight?

What distracts you from praying more?  What distracts you from praying more?  
What distracts parents?What distracts parents?

How to live in light of “the end of all things is near”How to live in light of “the end of all things is near”

• • Keep a clear mind so you can _____________Keep a clear mind so you can _____________

• • ____________ each other deeply____________ each other deeply

• • Offer hospitality to ________  _______________Offer hospitality to ________  _______________

• • _____________ others with the ___________ God has given you and the ______________  _____________ others with the ___________ God has given you and the ______________  

God providesGod provides

New word alert!New word alert!
Mundane - means every day, simple, kind of boring.  Look back at Mundane - means every day, simple, kind of boring.  Look back at 
your famous picture.  You might end up being famous!!!  But God your famous picture.  You might end up being famous!!!  But God 

will turn you into who HE wants you to be in the small every day will turn you into who HE wants you to be in the small every day 

things, He does the best work in every day, simple ways.things, He does the best work in every day, simple ways.


